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certain point of view. Not immediately
the Catholicism of Russia — because
Church slav is Catholic — not specifically but deep
emotions of Russia not spiritual but cultural
spiritual is slavery in Russian sense — if I don’t say
expect to relaquire — meliora notif
and cannot wait for its decline — it declines
in principle — whereas of its diplomacy —
less power. Later enumerated it can be.
decline nine. milieu debate or because of
less power. Not attitude was great
leverage power. Not a secret — not a secret —
both not a secret. Mission office — not —
not. Neither better liaison office — not. Mission
better not with Russian — not with Russian
series of excavations. Unluck. But the whole
were under secret — ultra. Not in secret — not
believe —

certain —

don’t prevent Russian era Marshall
revolutionette French. litter Russian
will not. We feel — we are not sure of it.